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MIXED HODGE MODULES WITHOUT SLOPE
MATTHIEU KOCHERSPERGER
Abstract. In this article we are interested in morphisms without slope for mixed Hodge modules.
We first show the commutativity of iterated nearby cycles and vanishing cycles applied to a mixed
Hodge module in the case of a morphism without slope. Then we define the notion "strictly
without slope" for a mixed Hodge module and we show the preservation of this condition under
the direct image by a proper morphism. As an application we prove the compatibility of the
Hodge filtration and Kashiwara-Malgrange filtrations for some pure Hodge modules with support
an hypersurface with quasi-ordinary singularities.
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Introduction
In this article we generalise the work of P. Maisonobe in [Mai13] on morphisms without slopes
for D-modules to the category of mixed Hodge modules of M. Saito.
Morphisms without slope
The classical example of Lê shows that in general, for a morphism f : Cn Ñ Cp with p ě 2,
there is no Milnor fibration:
f : pC3, 0q Ñ pC2, 0q
px, y, zq ÞÑ px2 ´ y2z, yq.
Indeed it can be shown that there is no closed analytic subset F in C2 such that the number of
connected components of the fiber of a representative of the germ of f is constant on pC2 ´ F, 0q.
In order to study morphisms f : Cn Ñ Cp with p ě 2 we must then add conditions. In
[HMS84] J. P. Henry, M. Merle and C. Sabbah introduce for the morphism f “ pf1, . . . , fpq the
condition of being without blow-up in codimension 0. Under this condition they manage to construct
stratifications of the morphism satisfying Whitney and Thom type conditions. Following ideas of Lê
D. T. ([Lê77]), with such a stratification we get Milnor type fibrations above the strata of the target
of the morphism. In [Sab83] C. Sabbah shows that, for any analytical morphism f , after a proper
sequence of blowings-up of the target we can reduce to the case without blow-up in codimension 0.
If furthermore the critical locus of f is a subset of the union of the hypersurfaces f´1j p0q for
j “ 1, . . . , p, following [BMM02], the morphism is called without slope. For a D-module M or a
perverse sheaf F they also define what it means for pairs pf ,Mq or pf ,Fq to be without slope.
In this case the former stratification of the target is the usual stratification associated with the
coordinate hyperplanes.
In [Mai13] P. Maisonobe proves important results about these morphisms. He shows that if M
corresponds to F via the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence, i.e. DRpMq » F , then it is equivalent
to have pf ,Mq without slope or pf ,Fq without slope. He defines the functors Ψalgf , Φ
alg
f and Ψf
for pairs without slope. He shows that as for the Milnor fibration we have in this case
Ψf pFq0 » RΓpBǫ X f
´1pD˚η q X f
´1ptq,Fq
for t P D˚η and 0 ă η ! ǫ ! 1, where D
˚
η is a polydisc of radius η minus the coordinate hyperplanes.
He then shows that there exist natural isomorphisms
ΨfF » Ψf1 ¨ ¨ ¨ΨfpF ,
Ψ
alg
f M » Ψ
alg
f1
¨ ¨ ¨Ψalgfp M,
Φ
alg
f M » Φ
alg
f1
¨ ¨ ¨Φalgfp M.
Aim of the article
This work has its origins in the work of P. Maisonobe on D-modules without slopes in [Mai13] on
the one hand, and in results of M. Saito on mixed Hodge modules of normal crossing type in [Sai88]
and [Sai90] on the other hand. Normal crossing being a special case of a morphism without slope
and having in mind the results and technics of P. Maisonobe, our aim is to extend the properties
of mixed Hodge modules of normal crossing type to the without slope case. More precisely we give
results on the compatibility of the filtrations involved, namely the Kashiwara-Malgragne filtrations
and the Hodge filtration.
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In [Sai90], M. Saito shows that, for a mixed Hodge module of normal crossing type, the Kashiwara-
Malgrange filtrations and the Hodge filtration are compatible in the sense of definition B.4. Using
P. Maisonobe results, we get the following proposition
Proposition ([Koc17] Proposition 2.12). If ppf1, . . . , fpq,Mq is without slope then the Kashiwara-
Malgrange filtrations for the p hypersurfaces f´1j p0q are compatible in the sense of the definition
B.4.
This leads to the following conjecture
Conjecture A. Let M be a mixed Hodge module with underlying D-module M such that the pair
pf ,Mq is without slope. Then the Kashiwara-Malgrange filtrations for the p hypersurfaces f´1j p0q
and the Hodge filtration F‚M are compatible in the sense of the definition B.4.
A result of [DMST06] gives an evidence for this conjecture. In this article the authors showed
the compatibility of the filtrations in the non-characteristic case which is a particular case of being
without slope.
We will use two approaches to tackle this problem. The first one will consists in using the
description of nearby and vanishing cycles functors involving Nilsson classes. The functoriality
of this description will enable us to make use of the power of M. Saito’s theory of mixed Hodge
modules. In this way, we will prove the commutativity of the various nearby and vanishing cycles
functors for mixed Hodge modules, using their commutativity for the underlying D-modules.
For the second approach, we will developed the theory of strictly multispecialisable rD-modules
which mimics the theory of D-modules without slope, while taking the Hodge filtration into ac-
count. We will highlight the link between this notion and the compatibility of Kashiwara-Malgrange
filtrations and the Hodge filtration. In this way we will prove the stability of these properties by
a projective direct image. We will also give results on the monodromy filtrations inspired by the
normal crossing case. We will then apply these results to quasi-ordinary hypersurface singularities.
Mixed Hodge modules without slope. Following [Sai90], a mixed Hodge module is made of a
triple M “ pM, F‚M,Fq and a finite increasing filtration W‚M satisfying some Hodge conditions
where:
(1) F is a perverse sheaf over Q,
(2) M is a regular holonomic D-module corresponding to C bQ F via the Riemann-Hilbert
correspondence, in other words DRpMq » CbQ F .
(3) F‚M is a good filtration by O-coherent submodules of M.
Nearby and vanishing cycles functors are among the main ingredients used in the inductive definition
of Hodge modules by M. Saito. We give results on the relations between Kashiwara-Malgrange
filtrations and the Hodge filtration F‚M for a mixed Hodge module M such that the pair pf ,Mq
is without slope.
In the part 1 we prove a theorem of commutation of the nearby and vanishing cycles applied to
Hodge modules.
Theorem A (Corollary 6.2). Let M be a mixed Hodge module and let us suppose that pf ,Mq
without slope where M is the D-module underlying M . Then we have the following isomorphisms
ΨHMf1 ¨ ¨ ¨Ψ
HM
fp
M » ΨHMfσp1q ¨ ¨ ¨Ψ
HM
fσppq
M ,
ΦHMf1 ¨ ¨ ¨Φ
HM
fp
M » ΦHMfσp1q ¨ ¨ ¨Φ
HM
fσppq
M
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where σ is a permutation of t1, . . . , pu and ΨHMf and Φ
HM
f are the nearby and vanishing cycles
functors in the category of mixed Hodge modules.
Remark. If Conjecture A were true, then this theorem would be an easy consequence of it.
In Part 2, mimicking the definition of being without slope for a pair pf ,Mq, we give a definition
of being strictly multispecialisable for the pair pf ,M q and we prove the following theorem
Theorem B (Propositions 7.7 et 7.8). Let M be a mixed Hodge module and f a morphism such
that the pair pf ,Mq is without slope, then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) the pair pf ,M q is strictly multispecialisable
(2) the filtrations pF‚M, V
‚
1 M, . . . , V
‚
p Mq are compatible.
Here V ‚j M is the Kashiwara-Malgrange filtration for the hypersurface f
´1
j p0q.
We then prove two theorems of push-forward for mixed Hodge modules strictly multispecialisable.
Theorem C (Theorem 8.1). Let M be a mixed Hodge module. If M is strictly multispecialisable
then the push-forward of M by a proper morphism is also strictly multispecialisable. Moreover, in
this case, the Kashiwara-Malgrange multifiltration, the nearby cycles ΨHMf and the vanishing cycles
ΦHMf commute with the push-forward.
Definition. Let A be an object in an abelian category equipped with p nilpotent endomorphisms
N1, . . . , Np. We say that pA,N1, . . . , Npq satisfies property pMF q if the relative monodromy filtra-
tions satisfy
W pN1,W p. . . ,W pNpqqqA “W pN1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `NpqA.
(See section A.2.1 for definitions.)
Theorem D (Theorem 9.3). Let M be a mixed Hodge module. Let f : XˆCpt Ñ Y ˆC
p
t be a pro-
jective morphism and suppose that pM , N1, . . . , Npq satisfy property (MF), then pΨtM , N1, . . . , Npq
also satisfy property (MF).
As an application we prove conjecture A for quasi-ordinary hypersurface singularities.
Notation
Sheaves. Let X be a complex variety, we will consider the following sheaves:
‚ OX the sheaf of holomorphic functions on X ,
‚ ΩpX the sheaf of holomorphic p-forms on X ,
‚ DX the sheaf of differential operators on X ,
‚ F‚DX the order filtration of DX ,
‚ rOX :“ RFOX the sheaf associated to pOX , F‚OXq by Rees’s construction B.7.
‚ rDX :“ RFDX the sheaf associated to pDX , F‚DXq by Rees’s construction B.7.
Categories. Let X be a complex variety, we will consider the following categories:
‚ the category of perverse sheaves PervpXq,
‚ the category of regular holonomic DX -modules Modh,rpDXq,
‚ the category of graded holonomic rDX -modules Modrp rDXq,
‚ the bounded derived category of sheaves with constructible cohomology DbcpXq,
‚ the bounded derived category ofDX -modules with regular holonomic cohomologyD
b
h,rpDXq,
‚ the category of polarisable pure Hodge modules of weight k MHppX,Q, kq,
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‚ the category of mixed Hodge modules MHMpX,Qq, we will always suppose that the graded
pieces for the weight filtration are polarisable.
Objects. We will denote the objects of the above categories in the following way:
‚ F ,G P DbcpXq,
‚ M,N P Modh,rpDXq,
‚ M,N P Modrp rDXq,
‚ M ,N P MHMpX,Qq.
Multi-indexes. LetX be a complex variety of dimension d. Let tHiu1ďiďd be p smooth hypersurfaces
given by the equations ti “ 0. We will use the following notations:
‚ Bi :“ Bti P DX ,
‚ ði :“ ðti “ zBi P
rDX ,
‚ Ei :“ tiBi,
‚ x :“ px1, . . . , xd´pq,
‚ 1i :“ p0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0q where 1 is in the i-th place,
‚ α :“ pα1, . . . , αpq,
‚ αI :“ pαiqiPI for I Ă t1, . . . , pu,
‚ t :“ t1 . . . tp,
‚ ts :“ ts1
1
. . . t
sp
p ,
‚ DX rss :“ DX rs1, . . . , sps.
‚ Let VαM be a multifiltration, we denote
grVα :“
Vαř
1ďiďp Vα1¨¨¨ăαi...αp
and for for I Ă t1, . . . , pu,
VăαI ,αIc :“
ÿ
iPI
Vα1¨¨¨ăαi...αp .
Part 1. Commutativity of nearby and vanishing cycles
In this part, we prove the following commutativity result for mixed Hodge modules:
Let M P MHMpX ˆ ∆ptq be a mixed Hodge module on X ˆ ∆
p
t such that the pair pH,Mq is
without slope where M is the right DXˆ∆p
t
-module underlying M . Then, for all permutation σ of
t1, . . . , pu, we have an isomorphism
Ψt1 ¨ ¨ ¨ΨtpM » Ψtσp1q ¨ ¨ ¨ΨtσppqM .
We are going to use commutativity results of [Koc17, corollary 2.13] for the D-module underlying
M . However, this proposition enables us to compare iterated vanishing cycles through vanishing
cycles for several functions. A priori, we cannot equip the latter with a mixed Hodge module
structure. That’s why we will rather use the definition of algebraic nearby cycles that uses Nilsson
class functions module. With this definition we will be able to use the powerful functorial formalism
of the category of mixed Hodge modules.
Thus, we will start by endowing the Nilsson class functions module with a mixed Hodge module
structure. Then, in order to make the link between the graded pieces of the V -multifiltration and
the Nilsson classes, we will define the morphism Nils for mixed Hodge modules. This will enable
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us to construct a comparison morphism between iterated vanishing cycles in the category of mixed
Hodge modules. We will then use results on D-modules thanks to proposition A.4.
Remark 0.1. In this part, we will indicate the category we consider on the bottom left of each
functor. We will use the letters D, rD, P and H to denote respectively the categories ModpDXq,
Modp rDXq, PervpQXq and MHMpXq. For instance, the inverse image functor by a smooth morphism
f in the category of perverse sheaves over Q will be denoted P f
˚ and the tensor product functor
in the category of mixed Hodge modules will be denoted Hb.
In the category MHMpXq, the tensor product of M and N is defined by the following formula:
MHb N :“ Hδ
˚ pMHb N q
where δ : X Ñ X ˆX is the inclusion of the diagonal.
1. The mixed Hodge module Nq,k
In order to make the link between nearby cycles and the Nilsson class, the first step in the proof
of the commutativity theorem is to define the following morphism in the category of mixed Hodge
modules
Nils : ΨtM Ñ H i˚H
´1
H i
˚ pMq,kq
where
Mq,k :“ M Hb Hπ
! pNq,kq .
with
π : X ˆ∆ Ñ ∆
px, tq ÞÑ t
.
Accordingly, in this section we define the mixed Hodge module Nq,k.
Let ∆ Ă C be a small disc with center 0 and coordinate s. We denote ∆˚ :“ ∆´ t0u. We start
by defining a polarized mixed Hodge structure for all k P N.
Definition 1.1. Let k P N and let Vk be the Q-vector space with basis tvℓu0ďℓďk, we define:
‚ the decreasing filtration F pVk,C :“ Vectptvℓupďℓďkq,
‚ the nilpotent endomorphism N satisfying Npvℓq “ vℓ´1 for all ℓ such that 0 ď ℓ ď k.
‚ the bilinear form Q satisfying Qpvℓ, vk´ℓ1q “ δℓℓ1 for all ℓ such that 0 ď ℓ ď k.
The weight filtration of this polarized mixed Hodge structure is given by the formula
WiVk “ Vectptvℓu0ďℓďi{2q.
Remark 1.2. This mixed Hodge structure satisfies the following equality of Hodge structures of
weight 2k
PkpVkq » gr
W
2kVk “ Qp´kq.
Following [CKS87, Corollary (3.13)], the nilpotent orbit associated to this polarized mixed Hodge
structure is a polarized variation of Hodge structure of weight k on ∆˚, we denote it Hk. The
corresponding Q-local system is given by the monodromy endomorphism exppNq. The Hodge
filtration is given by the following formula
F pHk :“ exp
ˆ
log s
2iπ
N
˙
F pVk.
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We denote teℓu0ďℓďk the basis of holomorphic sections defined by
eℓ :“ p2iπq
ℓ
ÿ
0ďjďℓ
1
j!
ˆ
log s
2iπ
˙j
vℓ´j ,
we have
sBs ¨ eℓ “ eℓ´1,
and
F pHk “
à
pďℓďk
O∆˚eℓ.
We switch to the right D∆˚ -modules convention and we denote Hk the polarized Hodge module
corresponding to the polarized variation of Hodge structure Hk.
Definition 1.3. We define Nk P MHMp∆q as the localisation of Hk
Nk :“ Hkr˚0s.
The right rD∆-module underlying Nk is spanned by the sections ! reℓs )
0ďℓďk
, where reℓ :“ eℓzℓ . We
have reℓ
s
¨ sðs “ ´
reℓ´1
s
.
Let us consider the application
rq : ∆ Ñ ∆
s ÞÑ t “ sq
.
Definition 1.4. We define a polarized mixed Hodge module:
Nq,k :“ Hrq˚Nk.
we denote V Qq,k the perverse sheaf underlying Nq,k and tvp,ℓu0ďℓďk
1ďpďq
basis of PΨtV
Q
q,k coming from
the basis tvℓu0ďℓďk. The right rD∆-module underlying Nq,k can be writtenà
1ďpďq
N´ p
q
,k,
where N´ p
q
,k is the right rD∆-module spanned by the sections !re´ p
q
,ℓ
)
0ďℓďk
where re´ p
q
,ℓ :“ s
´pqℓreℓ.
We have
(1) re´ p
q
,ℓ ¨ tðt “ ´
ˆ
1´
p
q
˙
z ¨ re´ p
q
,ℓ ´ re´p
q
,ℓ´1.
Thus, for all α P Q X r´1, 0r and for all k P N, Nα,k is a direct factor of a polarizable mixed
Hodge module and, by definition, for all α P Q X r´1, 0r and for all k P N, Nα,k is equal to its
localization.
Definition 1.5. Let us consider the projection
π : X ˆ∆ Ñ ∆
px, tq ÞÑ t
.
and let M be a mixed Hodge module, we define
Mq,k :“ M Hb Hπ
! pNq,kq .
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We have a decomposition in the category Modrp rDXˆ∆q
Mq,k “
à
1ďpďq
M´ p
q
,k
where
Mα,k :“M rDb ` rDπ˚Nα,k˘ .
with M the rDXˆ∆-module underlying M .
2. The V -filtration of Mα,k
In this section, we compute the Kashiwara-Malgrange filtration ofMα,k in terms of the Kashiwara-
Malgrange filtration of Mr˚X0s, where X0 :“ X ˆ t0u Ă X ˆ∆. We have the equality
Mα,k “
à
0ďℓďk
M r˚X0s reα,ℓ
compatible with the Kashiwara-Malgrange filtration in the following sense.
Proposition 2.1. Let α P QXr´1, 0r and k P N, the rDXˆ∆-module Mα,k is strictly R-specialisable
along X0 and, for all β P R, we have:
VβpMα,kq “
à
0ďℓďk
Vβ`α`1 pM r˚X0sq reα,ℓ.
with localisation defined in A.3.
Proof. According to the above, Mα,k is a direct factor of a rDXˆ∆-module underlyinga polarizable
mixed Hodge module. Thus it is strictly R-specialisable along X0.
We denote
UβpMα,kq :“
à
0ďℓďk
Vβ`α`1 pMr˚X0sqreα,ℓ.
Let m PMr˚X0s, ℓ P N and γ P R, we have
(2) pmb reα,ℓqptðt ` γzq “ pmptðt ` γz ´ pα ` 1qzqq b reα,ℓ ´mb reα,ℓ´1,
Thus, for all β P R, UβpMα,kq is a V0 rDXˆ∆-module.
Let us show that UβpMα,kq Ă VβpMα,kq. Let m P Vβ`α`1 pMr˚X0sq, there exist polynomials
‚ bpsq “
ś
aPAps´ azq such that for all a P A, a ď β ` α` 1,
‚ P psq P rDXˆ∆{∆rss with coefficients independent from ðt
such that
m ¨ pbptðtq ´ tP ptðtqq “ 0.
We deduce from (2) that
pmb reα,ℓq ¨ pb ptðt ` pα` 1qzq ´ tP ptðt ` pα` 1qzqq P à
0ďℓ1ăℓ
Vβ`α`1 pMr˚X0sqreα,ℓ1 ,
yet the roots of b ps` pα` 1qzq are less or equal than β, thus we show by induction that pmbreα,ℓq P
VβpMα,kq and therefore that UβpMα,kq Ă VβpMα,kq.
To prove the converse Let us consider the exact sequence of V0p rDXq-modules:
0Ñ UβpMα,k´1q Ñ UβpMα,kq Ñ UβpMα,0q Ñ 0,
from the above, it is enough to show that UβpMα,0q “ VβpMα,0q to conclude that UβpMα,kq “
VβpMα,kq for all k P N. Let pmb reα,0q P VβpMα,0q, there exists polynomials
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‚ bpsq “
ś
aPAps´ azq such that for all a P A, a ď β,
‚ P psq P rDXˆ∆{∆rss with coefficients independent from ðt
such that
pmb reα,0q ¨ pbptðtq ´ tP ptðtqq “ 0.
We deduce from (2) that
rm ¨ pbptðt ´ pα` 1qzq ´ tP ptðt ´ pα` 1qzqqs b reα,0 “ 0,
and thus
m ¨ pbptðt ´ pα` 1qzq ´ tP ptðt ´ pα` 1qzqq “ 0.
Finally, m P Vβ`α`1 pMr˚X0sq, which concludes the proof.

3. The morphism Nils
Here we define the morphismNils for rDXˆ∆-modules and for perverse sheaves and then combine
both definitions for mixed Hodge modules.
Definition 3.1. Let M be a rDXˆ∆-module underlying a polarizable mixed Hodge module. Fol-
lowing proposition 2.1, we define the following morphism
rDN : grVα pMq ÝÑ grV´1pMα,kq
m ÞÝÑ
ÿ
0ďℓďk
“
m ¨ ptðt ´ αzq
ℓ
‰
b reα,ℓ.
Definition 3.2. We consider here the rational perverse sheaf V Qq,k of definition 1.4. Let K P
PervpQXˆ∆q be a perverse sheaf on X ˆ∆. We define PN : PΨtpKq ÝÑ PΨt,1pK Pb Pπ
!V Qq,kr1sq
as the morphism of perverse sheaves ÿ
0ďℓďk
1ďpďq
plogTuq
ℓ b vp,ℓ
composed with the projection from PΨt to PΨt,1. Here, Tu is the unipotent part of the monodromy.
Definition 3.3. Let M PMHMpXˆ∆q be a mixed Hodge module on Xˆ∆. There exists a finite
set of rational numbers in r´1, 0r, A such that the V -filtration of the rDXˆ∆-module underlying M
is indexed by A` Z. Let q P N be such that A Ă t´ p
q
|1 ď p ď qu, we consider
Mq,k :“ M Hb Hπ
! pNq,kq .
If M is a DXˆ∆-module, the monodromy endomorphism of PΨtDRXˆ∆M correspond to the
action of expp2iπtBtq on DΨtM. Combining definitions 3.1 and 3.2, we get a morphism of mixed
Hodge modules
HN : ΨtpM q ÝÑ Ψt,1pMq,kq.
Lemma 3.4. Let kα be the exponent of the nilpotent endomorphism of right multiplication by
ptðt ´ αzq on Ψt,λM where λ :“ e2iπα. Then, for all k ě maxαPr´1,0r kα, the morphism
can ˝ HN : ΨtM Ñ Φt,1 pMq,kq
is equal to zero.
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Proof. We check this on the definition of rDN. The forgetful functor from the category of mixed
Hodge modules to the category of rD-modules is faithful, therefore if can˝ rDN is equal to zero, then
can ˝ HN is also equal to zero.

Definition 3.5. Let us consider the exact sequence (2.24.3) fo [Sai90, 2.24]
(3) 0Ñ H i˚H
´1
H i
˚ pMq,kq Ñ Ψt,1 pMq,kq
can
ÝÝÑ Φt,1 pMq,kq Ñ H i˚H
0
H i
˚ pMq,kq Ñ 0.
Conbined with the previous lemma 3.4, this gives a natural morphism
Nils : ΨtM Ñ H i˚H
´1
H i
˚ pMq,kq .
Remark 3.6. Here, i is the inclusion of X0ˆt0u in X ˆ∆. We denote by j : X ˆ∆
˚ ãÑ X ˆ∆ the
inclusion. According to definition A.1, H i˚H
´1
H i
˚M is H ´1 of the complex
0Ñ Hj!Hj
˚M Ñ M
‚
Ñ 0.
4. The natural morphism for two hypersurfaces
In this section we construct a comparison morphism between Ψt1Ψt2M and Ψt1Ψt2M . The
intermediate objects occurring in this construction will be defined using usual functors. Thanks to
the functorial formalism of M. Saito, the comparison morphism will thus be defined in the category
of mixed Hodge modules.
Definition 4.1. Let N P MHMpXq, we say that N is flat if its underlying DX -module is flat as
an OX -module.
Lemma 4.2. If N P MHMpXq is flat, then the functor ¨Hb N is exact.
Proof. The tensor product functor in the category MHMpXq correspond to the tensor product of
the underlying DX -modules through the natural forgetful functor. Let 0Ñ M1 Ñ M2 Ñ M3 Ñ 0
be an exact sequence in MHMpXq considered as a complex M‚. Since the OX -module underlying
N is flat, for all i P Z, the DX -module underlying H ipM‚Hb N q is zero. Thus, for all i P Z,
H ipM‚Hb N q is equal to zero and M‚Hb N is a short exact sequence.

Lemma 4.3. Let i : Y Ñ X be the inclusion of a smooth hypersurface, M and N objetcs in
MHMpXq such that N is flat. There exists a natural morphism
(4) H i˚H
´1
H i
˚pMHbN q Ñ pH i˚H
´1
H i
˚M qHbN .
Proof. In this proof, we will omit the index H of functors to lighten notation. We will use the
definition of the functor i˚H ´1i˚ in remark 3.6. Let us denote by j : XzY Ñ X the inclusion. We
consider the following commutative square:
pj!j
˚M q bN //M bN
j!j
˚ ppj!j
˚M q bN q
ψ
OO
φ // j!j˚pM bN q.
OO
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The functor j!j
˚ depends only on the restriction to XzY , thus the morphism φ is an isomorphism.
We deduce that the morphism of complexes induced by f is a quasi-isomorphism. Therefore we
have a morphism of complexes
0 // pj!j˚M q bN //M bN // 0
0 // j!j˚pM bN q
ψ˝φ´1
OO
//M bN
‚
// 0.
This induces a morphism between the H ´1 of these two complexes, applying the definition of the
functor i˚H ´1i˚ in remark 3.6, we get the morphism
i˚H
´1i˚pM bN q ÝÑ pi˚H
´1i˚M q bN ,
we use here the exactness of the functor ¨ bN .

Let us consider the projection
π “ pπ1, π2q : X ˆ∆
2 Ñ ∆2
px, t1, t2q ÞÑ pt1, t2q.
We denote Hi :“ tti “ 0u for i P t1, 2u, we have the natural inclusions
‚ i1 : H1 ãÑ X ˆ∆
2,
‚ i2 : H2 ãÑ X ˆ∆
2,
‚ ip1,2q : H1 XH2 ãÑ X ˆ∆
2.
We define the following polarizable mixed Hodge module on ∆2:
Nq,k :“ Nq1,k1 Hb Nq2,k2
and
Mq,k :“ M Hb Hπ
!Nq,k.
Proposition 4.4. Let M P MHMpX ˆ∆2q, there exist natural morphisms
(5) Hi1˚H
´1
H i
˚
1 pH i2˚H
´1
H i
˚
2 pMq1,k1q Hb Hπ2
!Nq2,k2q
H ip1,2q˚H
´2
H i
˚
p1,2qpMq,kq
OO

H i2˚H
´1
H i
˚
2 pH i1˚H
´1
H i
˚
1 pMq2,k2q Hb Hπ1
!Nq1,k1q.
Remark 4.5. Here, the functor H ip1,2q˚H
´2
H i
˚
p1,2q is also defined using definition A.1.
Proof. We are going to construct the natural morphism
H ip1,2q˚H
´2
H i
˚
p1,2qpMq,kq Ñ H i1˚H
´1
Hi
˚
1 pH i2˚H
´1
H i
˚
2 pMq1,k1q Hb Hπ2
!Nq2,k2q,
the second one being deduced by symmetry. We will omit the index H in functors to lighten the
notation. We denote Ui :“ H
c
i “ tti ‰ 0u for i P t1, 2u, we have the natural inclusions
‚ j1 : U1 ãÑ X ˆ∆
2,
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‚ j2 : U2 ãÑ X ˆ∆
2,
‚ jp1,2q : U1 X U2 “ X ˆ p∆
˚q2 ãÑ X ˆ∆2.
Following definition A.1, ip1,2q˚H
´2i˚p1,2qpMq,kq is the H
´2 of the simple complex associated to
the following double complex:
(6) j1!j
˚
1
Mq,k //
‚
Mq,k
jp1,2q!j
˚
p1,2qMq,k
//
OO
j2!j
˚
2
Mq,k.
OO
Let us consider the cartesian square
U1 X U2
j2 //
j1

U1
j1

U2
j2 // X.
By adjunction, we have a natural transformation of proper base change
j2!j
˚
1 ÝÑ j
˚
1 j2!.
If we apply this morphism to a mixed Hodge module, since proper base change is an isomorphism
in the category of perverse sheaves, the perverse sheaves underlying the kernel and the cokernel are
zero. Thus, the kernel and cokernel are zero in the category MHMpXq. The natural transformation
of proper base change is therefore an isomorphism in MHMpXq.
We deduce from that the isomorphism of functors
jp1,2q!j
˚
p1,2q
„
ÝÑ j1!j
˚
1 j2!j
˚
2
using the equality jp1,2q “ j2 ˝ j1. We then deduce for the double complex (6) the following
commutative diagram with short exact sequences:
i1˚H ´1i˚1 pMq,kq
// j1!j˚1 Mq,k //
‚
Mq,k
i1˚H
´1i˚
1
pj2!j
˚
2
Mq,kq //
OO
j1!j
˚
1
j2!j
˚
2
Mq,k //
OO
j2!j
˚
2
Mq,k
OO
i1˚H ´1i˚1
`
i2˚H ´1i˚2 pMq,kq
˘
.
OO
We have i1˚H ´2i
˚
1
“ 0, therefore the exactness of the vertical short sequence comes from the
same result for perverse sheaves. Since ip1,2q˚H
´2i˚p1,2qpMq,kq is the H
´2 of the simple complex
associated to the double complex (6), we have the isomorphism
(7) ip1,2q˚H
´2i˚p1,2qpMq,kq » i1˚H
´1i˚1
`
i2˚H
´1i˚2 pMq,kq
˘
.
The mixed Hodge module Hπ2
!Nq2,k2 is flat in the sense of definition 4.1. Indeed, following definition
A.2, the underlying DXˆ∆2-module is the inverse image for D-modules of the module underlying
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Nq2,k2 . The latter being a free O∆-module, its inverse image by the projection on ∆ is also free
hence flat. We then apply lemma 4.3 to i2, Mq1,k1 et Hπ2
!Nq2,k2 . We get the morphism
(8) i2˚H
´1i˚2 pMq,kq Ñ i2˚H
´1i˚2 pMq1,k1q b π2
!Nq2,k2 .
Combining the morphisms (7) and (8), we get the expected morphism.

By applying the morphism Nils of definition 3.5 for the functions t1 : X ˆ ∆
2 Ñ C and t2 :
X ˆ∆2 Ñ C, we add two morphisms to diagram (5) in the following way:
(9) Ψt1Ψt2M // H i1˚H
´1
H i
˚
1
`
Hi2˚H
´1
H i
˚
2 pMq2,k2q Hb Hπ2
!Nq1,k1
˘
H ip1,2q˚H
´2
H i
˚
p1,2qpMq,kq
OO

Ψt2Ψt1M // H i2˚H
´1
H i
˚
2
`
H i1˚H
´1
H i
˚
1 pMq1,k1q Hb Hπ1
!Nq2,k2
˘
.
5. Applying the forgetful functor
In this section, we consider the projection
π “ pπ1, π2q : X ˆ∆
2 Ñ ∆2
px, t1, t2q ÞÑ pt1, t2q.
We denote H :“ tH1, H2u. Let M be a coherent right DXˆ∆2 -module such that the pair pH,Mq
is without slope. According to [Mai13, proposition 2], the canonical V -multifiltration satisfies, for
all pα1, α2q P C
2,
(10) grV
H1
α1
grV
H2
α2
M
„
ÐÝ grV
H
α1,α2
M
„
ÝÑ grV
H2
α2
grV
H1
α1
M.
Definition 5.1. Let Nα,k be the D∆-module underlying the rD∆-module of definition 1.4. Let
α P r´1, 0r2 and k P N2, we define the following D∆2-module:
Nα,k :“ Nα1,k1 Db Nα2,k2 ,
for 0 ď ℓ ď k, we denote
eα,ℓ :“ eα1,ℓ1 b eα2,ℓ2 .
We define
Mα,k :“ M Db Dπ
˚Nα,k.
Proposition 5.2. Let α P r´1, 0r2 and k P N2. Under the previous hypothesis, the pair pH,Mα,kq
is without slope and, for all β P C2, we have:
VβpMα,kq “
à
0ďℓďk
Vβ`α`1
ˆ
Mr
1
t1t2
s
˙
eα,ℓ.
Proof. It is the case when p “ 2 of [Koc17, Proposition 2.26].

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Definition 5.3. We define the following morphism:
DNp1,2q : gr
V H
α M ÝÑ gr
V H
´1,´1Mα,k
m ÞÝÑ
ÿ
0ďℓďk
m ¨ pt1Bt1 ´ α1q
ℓ1pt2Bt2 ´ α2q
ℓ2 b eα,ℓ.
Proposition 5.4. Let us consider the following double complex:
(11) grV
H
´1,0Mα,k
¨Bt1 // grV
H
0,0 Mα,k
grV
H
´1,´1Mα,k
¨Bt1 //
¨Bt2
OO
grV
H
0,´1Mα,k
¨Bt2
OO
and Let us denote Gr‚ the associated simple complex, concentrated in degree ´2, ´1 and 0. If, for
i “ 1 and i “ 2, ki is bigger than the exponent of the nilpotent endomorphism of right multiplication
by ptiBti ´ αiq on gr
V H
α M, then the morphism DNp1,2q factorises as an isomorphism
DNp1,2q : gr
VH
α M
„
ÝÑ H ´2pGr‚q.
Proof. By definition, H ´2pGr‚q is the intersection of kernels of the right multiplication by Bt1 :
grV
H
´1,´1Mα,k Ñ gr
VH
0,´1Mα,k and by Bt2 : gr
V H
´1,´1Mα,k Ñ gr
VH
´1,0Mα,k. Furthermore the right
multiplication by t1 and t2 onMα,k being bijective, the properties of the canonical V -multifiltration
imply that the morphisms of right multiplication by t1 : gr
V H
0,´1Mα,k Ñ gr
V H
´1,´1Mα,k and by
t2 : gr
V H
´1,0Mα,k Ñ gr
VH
´1,´1Mα,k are bijectives. Therefore we have
(12) H ´2pGr‚q “
č
1ďiď2
kerr¨Btiti : gr
VH
´1,´1Mα,k Ñ gr
V H
´1,´1Mα,ks.
According to proposition 5.2, a section of grV
H
´1,´1Mα,k can be written in the following way :ÿ
0ďℓ1ďk1
0ďℓ2ďk2
mℓ1,ℓ2 b eα,ℓ
where the mℓ1,ℓ2 are sections of gr
VH
α
´
Mr 1
t1t2
s
¯
. According to (12), this section is in H ´2pGr‚q
if and only if for all pairs pℓ1, ℓ2q:
mℓ1,ℓ2 ¨ pt1Bt1 ´ α1q ´mℓ1`1,ℓ2 “ mℓ1,ℓ2 ¨ pt2Bt2 ´ α2q ´mℓ1,ℓ2`1 “ 0,
equivalently if and only if for all pair pℓ1, ℓ2q:
mℓ1,ℓ2 “ m0,0 ¨ pt1Bt1 ´ α1q
ℓ1pt2Bt2 ´ α2q
ℓ2 .
On the other hand, since α1 ă 0 et α2 ă 0, we have gr
VH
α
´
Mr 1
t1t2
s
¯
“ grV
H
α pMq. Noticing that,
according to the hypothesis made on the size of the ki, for all m P gr
V H
α pMq
m ¨ pt1Bt1 ´ α1q
k1 “ m ¨ pt2Bt2 ´ α2q
k2 “ 0,
we conclude that DNp1,2q factorises as an isomorphism
DNp1,2q : gr
VH
α M
„
ÝÑ H ´2pGr‚q.
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
Lemma 5.5. We have a natural isomorphism
Dip1,2q˚H
´2
Di
!
p1,2qpMα,kq
„
ÝÑ H ´2pGr‚q.
Proof. Following the proof of proposition 4.4, we notice the following natural isomorphisms
Di2˚H
´1
Di
!
2Di1˚H
´1
Di
!
1pMα,kq
„
ÐÝ Dip1,2q˚H
´2
Di
!
p1,2qpMα,kq
„
ÝÑ Di1˚H
´1
Di
!
1Di2˚H
´1
Di
!
2pMα,kq
In the category of D-modules, we still have the exact sequence (3) (cf [Sai90, (2.24.3)]). We
apply the sequence twice to the double complex (11) and, thanks to the exactness of the nearby
cycles functors, we get the following diagram of exact sequences:
0 // grV
H2
0
`
Di1˚H
´1
Di
!
1Mα,k
˘
// grV
H
´1,0Mα,k
// grV
H
0,0 Mα,k
0 // grV
H2
´1
`
Di1˚H
´1
Di
!
1Mα,k
˘
OO
// grV
H
´1,´1Mα,k
//
OO
grV
H
0,´1Mα,k
OO
0 // Dip1,2q˚H
´2
Di
!
p1,2qpMα,kq
OO
// grV
H1
´1
`
Di2˚H
´1
Di
!
2Mα,k
˘
//
OO
grV
H1
0
`
Di2˚H
´1
Di
!
2Mα,k
˘
OO
0
OO
0
OO
0.
OO
the rows and the columns of this diagram are exact, thus we have the isomorphism
Dip1,2q˚H
´2
Di
!
p1,2qpMα,kq
„
ÝÑ H ´2pGr‚q.

We deduce from lemma 5.5 and proposition 5.4 an isimorphism
grV
H
α M
„
ÝÑ Dip1,2q˚H
´2
Di
!
p1,2qpMα,kq.
We combine this with mophisms (10) and diagram (9) to which we apply the forgetful functor from
the category of mixed Hodge modules to the category of DX -modules and we get yhe following
commutative diagram:
(13) grV
H1
α1
grV
H2
α2
M
paq //
Di1˚H
´1
Di
!
1
`
Di2˚H
´1
Di
!
2pMα2,k2q Db Dπ1
˚Nα1,k1
˘
grV
H
α M
» //

»
OO
Dip1,2q˚H
´2
Di
!
p1,2qpMα,kq
OO

grV
H2
α2
grV
H1
α1
M // Di2˚H
´1
Di
!
2
`
Di1˚H
´1
Di
!
1pMα1,k1q Db Dπ2
˚Nα2,k2
˘
.
Proposition 5.6. Morphism paq is an isomorphism.
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Proof. We show, in the same way as for proposition 5.4, that for j P t1, 2u
grV
Hj
αj
M » Dij˚H
´1
Di
!
jpMαj ,kj q
when k1 and k2 are big enough. To conclude, it is then enough to apply this isomorphism twice.

6. Commutativity theorem
Theorem 6.1. Let M P MHMpX ˆ∆2q be a mixed Hodge module on X ˆ∆2, such that the pair
pH,Mq is without slope where M is the right DXˆ∆2-module underlying M . We then have an
isomorphism
Ψt1Ψt2M » Ψt2Ψt1M .
Proof. Let us consider the diagram (9)
Ψt1Ψt2M // H i1˚H
´1
H i
˚
1
`
Hi2˚H
´1
H i
˚
2 pMq2,k2q Hb Hπ2
!Nq1,k1
˘
H ip1,2q˚H
´2
H i
˚
p1,2qpMq,kq
OO

Ψt2Ψt1M // H i2˚H
´1
H i
˚
2
`
H i1˚H
´1
H i
˚
1 pMq1,k1q Hb Hπ1
!Nq2,k2
˘
.
We are going to show that under the hypothesis of the theorem, every arrow of this diagram is an
isomorphism. When we apply the forgetful functor from the category of mixed Hodge modules to
the category of right DX -modules, the diagram (13) and proposition 5.6 imply that the arrows of
diagram (9) are isomorphisms in the category of right DX -modules. Yet, according to proposition
A.4, if a morphism of mixed Hodge modules is an isomorphism between the underlying right DX -
modules then it is an isomorphism of mixed Hodge modules. Thus, we get an isomorphism
Ψt1Ψt2M » Ψt2Ψt1M .

Let us consider the projection
π “ pπ1, . . . , πpq : X ˆ∆
p Ñ ∆p
px, t1, . . . , tpq ÞÑ pt1, . . . , tpq
and H :“ tH1, . . . , Hpu where Hi :“ tti “ 0u. We deduce from theorem 6.1 the following corollary.
Corollary 6.2. Let M P MHMpX ˆ ∆pq be a mixed Hodge module on X ˆ ∆p such that the
pair pH,Mq is without slope where M is the right DXˆ∆p-module underlying M . Then, for all
permutation σ of t1, . . . , pu, we have an isomorphism
Ψt1 ¨ ¨ ¨ΨtpM » Ψtσp1q ¨ ¨ ¨ΨtσppqM .
Proof. The proposition 3 of [Mai13] asserts that if pH,Mq is without slope then, for all I Ă
t1, . . . , pu, the pair pHIc , gr
VHI
αI
Mq is without slope. We get can therefore apply as many times
as necessary theorem 6.1 to the pairs of consecutive functors Ψti . Thus we get the expected
isomorphism.

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Part 2. Mixed Hodge modules without slope
In this part, we define a condition analogous to the condition without slope for filtered D-modules.
It will be called strict R-multispecialisability. Actually, we will rather consider the associated Rees’s
module (cf. B.7). Thus the strict R-multispecialisability will be defined for RFD-modules.
In section 8.1, we define the strict R-multispecialisability. Then we determine the connection
between the filtered D-modules case and the RFD-modules case when they underlie a mixed Hodge
module. We will see that the notion of compatibility of the filtrations plays a key role (cf. B.4).
In section 8.2, we show that strict R-multispecialisability is preserved by a proper direct image.
This result is analogous to the direct image theorem of M. Saito for mixed Hodge modules. However
our approach is different from M. Saito’s who considers filtered D-modules and not RFD-modules.
This enables us to work in an abelian category and thus to handle more easily the direct image
functor in the corresponding derived category.
In section 8.3, we study the behaviour of the weight filtrations. We expect this behaviour to
be the same as with polarizable variations of Hodge structures in the neighbourhood of a normal
crossing divisor. We prove that this condition is preserved by a projective direct image.
In section 8.4, we are interested in the case of a quasi-ordinary hypersurfaces singularities. Some
pure Hodge modules with support on such singularities can be naturally seen as the direct image
of variations of Hodge structures defined outside of a normal crossing divisor. Thus we will be able
to apply the previous results.
7. Strict R-multispecialisability
Here, we define the strict R-multispecialisability and we determine the connection between this
condition and the compatibility of the filtrations in the sense of definition B.4.
Definition 7.1 (multispecialisability). Let H :“ tH1, . . . , Hpu p be smooth hypersurfaces of X
and let M be a (right) coherent rDX -module.
(1) M is said to be multispecialisable along H if, in the neighbourhood of any point of X , there
exists a good V -multifiltration U‚M of M, polynomials bipsq “
ś
ps´ αizq (for 1 ď i ď p)
and integers ℓi P N (for 1 ď i ď p) such that, for all k P Z
p
(14) UkM ¨ z
ℓibipEi ´ kizq Ă Uk´1iM.
(2) M is said to be multispecialisable by section along H if, for any local section m of M and
for all 1 ď i ď p, there exists ℓi P N, bipsq “
ś
ps´ αizq and Pi P V´1i
rDX such that
(15) m ¨ pzℓibipEiq ´ Piq “ 0.
Remark 7.2. ‚ These two definitions are equivalent, and if they are satisfied, then condition
1. is satisfied for any good V -multifiltration.
‚ If M is multispecialisable along H, the unitary polynomials of smallest degree satisfying
equation (14) or equation (15) are called weak Bernstein-Sato polynomials.
‚ If these properties are satisfied and if the roots of the polynomials bi are real numbers, then
M is said to be R-multispecialisable along H.
‚ In the case R-multispecialisable by section, we can define the order multifiltration along H
if we consider the unitary polynomials of smallest degree satisfying equation (15) for a local
section m.
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Definition 7.3. let M DX -module such that the pair pH,Mq is without slope and such that
the roots of the Bernstein-Sato polynomials are real numbers. We will say as well that M is
R-multispecialisable along H.
Remark 7.4. LetM be a coherentDX -module with a coherent F -filtration. IfM is R-multispecialisable
along H, then the Rees’s module RFM is R-multispecialisable along H and the converse is also
true.
Definition 7.5 (strict R-multispecialisability). Let M be a rDX -module R-multispecialisable along
H. M is said to be strictly R-multispecialisable along H, if
(1) There exists a finite set A Ps ´ 1, 0sp such that the order multifiltration along H is a good
V -multifiltration indexed by A` Zp,
(2) for all I Ă t1, . . . , pu and all α P Rp, VαM{VăαI ,αIcM is strict,
(3) for all 1 ď i ď p and all αi ă 0, the morphism ti : grαM Ñ grα´1iM is surjective,
(4) for all 1 ď i ď p and all αi ą ´1, the morphism ði : grαMÑ grα`1iMp´1q is surjective.
In this case, we call the order V -multifiltration the canonical V -multifiltration.
Remark 7.6. If M is strictly R-multispecialisable along H, then
‚ for all 1 ď i ď p and all αi ă 0, the morphism ti : grαM Ñ grα´1iM is an isomorphism,
‚ for all 1 ď i ď p and all αi ą ´1, the morphism ði : grαM Ñ grα`1iMp´1q is an
isomorphism.
Proposition 7.7. Let M be a coherent DX-module, R-multispecialisable along H and equipped
with a coherent F -filtration such that
(1) The Rees module RFM underlies a mixed Hodge module,
(2) The filtrations pF‚M, V
1
‚ M, . . . , V
p
‚ Mq are compatible.
Then RFM is strictly R-multispecialisable along H.
Proof. According to Remark 7.4, RFM is R-multispecialisable alongH. We define a V -multifiltration
of RFM in the following way:
(16) UαRFM :“
à
pPZ
pFpVαMqz
p.
By definition, there exists a finite set A Ăs´ 1, 0sp such that this V -multifiltration is indexed by
A`Zp. The filtrations pF‚M, V
1
‚ M, . . . , V
p
‚ Mq being compatible, we get that, for all I Ă t1, . . . , pu
and all α P Rp, UαRFM{UăαI ,αIcRFM “ RF pVαM{VăαI ,αIcMq, thus UαRFM{UăαI ,αIcRFM
is strict.
Let mzp be a local section of pFpVαMqz
p, for all 1 ď i ď p, there exists an integer νi such that
mzpptiði ´ αizq
νi P pFp`νiVα1,...,ăαi,...,αpMqz
p`νi ,
thus, we have UαRFM Ă VαRFM.
We are going to show that the V -multifiltration U‚RFM is a good V -multifiltration, this will
imply that it is the canonical V -multifiltration and therefore that points 1. and 2. of definition
7.5 are satisfied. We first prove points 3. and 4. of definition 7.5. Since The Rees’s module RFM
underlies a mixed Hodge module, it is strictly R-specialisable along any hypersurface, in particular
we have for all 1 ď i ď p:
(a’) @p and @αi ă 0, ti : FpV
Hi
αi
MÑ FpV
Hi
αi´1
M is an isomorphism,
(b’) @p and @αi ą ´1, Bi : Fpgr
Vi
αi
M Ñ Fp`1gr
Vi
αi`1
M is an isomorphism.
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Furthermore, we deduce from the R-multispecialisability property of M that, for all 1 ď i ď p:
(a”) @αi ă 0, ti : VαM Ñ Vα´1iM is an isomorphism,
(b”) @αi ą ´1, Bi : grαM Ñ grα`1iM is an isomorphism.
We can then deduce that for all 1 ď i ď p:
(a) @p and @αi ă 0, ti : FpVαM Ñ FpVα´1iM is an isomorphism,
(b) @p and @αi ą ´1, Bi : FpgrαMÑ Fp`1grα`1iM is an isomorphism.
let us prove (b), in order to lighten notation, we set i “ 1. Injectivity is a direct conse-
quence of (b”). For surjectivity, we use the compatibility of filtrations. Let m P Fp`1grα`11M
and m P Fp`1Vα2,...,αpgr
V1
α1`1
M be a representative. According to the surjectivity of (b’), there
exists rm P FpgrV1α1M such that B1 rm “ m. According to the surjectivity of (b”), there exists
m1 P Vα2,...,αpgr
V1
α1
M and n P
řp
j“2 Vα2,...,ăαj,...,αpgr
V1
α1`1
M such that B1m
1 “ n`m. For 2 ď i ď p,
there exists real numbers βi such that βi ě αi and rm ´ m1 P Vβ2,...,βpgrV1α1M. Following (b”),
the morphism B1 : gr
V2
β2
grα1,β3...,βpM Ñ gr
V2
β2
grα1`1,β3...,βpM is injective. Yet, the class of n in
grV2β2grα1`1,β3...,βpM is zero and B1prm´m1q “ n. we deduce that rm´m1 P Văβ2,...,βpgrV1α1M. Thus,
we show by induction that rm´m1 P Vα2,...,αpgrV1α1M. Finally, rm P FpVα2,...,αpgrV1α1M et B1 rm “ m,
thus we get the surjectivity in (b). Statement (a) can be proven in the same way.
This implies points 3. and 4. in definition 7.5 for the V -multifiltration U‚RFM.
Thus it remains to prove that it is a good V -multifiltration. The set A of indices in r´1, 0sp
of the multifiltration U‚RFM being finite, in order to show coherence it is enough to prove that
for all α P r´1, 0sp, the module UαRFM is V0RFDX -coherent, and we will conclude by using the
two isomorphisms above. More precisely we are going to show that UαRFM is RFDX{Cp -coherent
where we consider the reduced local equations pt1, . . . , tpq : X Ñ C
p of H.
let us show that FpVαM is OX -coherent for all p. The module M is R-multispecialisable along
H therefore VαM is V0DX -coherent, we can thus filter VαM by OX -coherent submodules pVαMql.
The increasing sequence of coherent OX -modules FpMX pVαMql is included in FpM therefore it
is locally stationary, thus FpVαM is OX -coherent.
It remains to show that, locally, there exists p0 such that FpDX{Cp ¨ Fp0VαM “ Fp`p0VαM
for all p ě 0. The Rees’s module RFM underlies a mixed Hodge module and the filtrations
pF‚M, V
1
‚ M, . . . , V
p
‚ Mq are compatible, therefore RF grαM also underlies a mixed Hodge module
on XiHi and thus it is RFDXiHi -coherent. We deduce from that the RFDXiHi -coherence of
RFVαMÿ
1ďiďp
RFVα´1iM
and therefore the existence of p0 such that, for all p ě 0,
(17) FpDXiHi ¨
Fp0VαMÿ
1ďiďp
Fp0Vα´1iM
“
Fp`p0VαMÿ
1ďiďp
Fp`p0Vα´1iM
.
let us denote Uα,p :“ FpDX{Cp ¨ Fp0VαM. according to (a), if α P r´1, 0r
p, then we can rewrite
the equality (17):
Uα,pÿ
1ďiďp
Uα,p ¨ ti
“
Fp`p0VαMÿ
1ďiďp
Fp`p0VαM ¨ ti
.
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According to Nakayama’s lemma, this implies that Uα,p “ Fp`p0VαM in the neighbourhood of
XiHi.
There remains the case where αi “ 0 for some index 1 ď i ď p. We use an induction on the
number of indices 1 ď i ď such that αi “ 0. In order to simplify, let us suppose that there exists
1 ď k ď p such that pα1, . . . , αkq P r´1, 0r
k and αk`1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ αp “ 0. We can apply the above
argument to RF gr
Hk`1...Hp
αk`1...αp M and deduce that
FpDp
Ş
iąk Hiq{C
kFp0Vα1...αkgrαk`1...αpM “ Fp`p0Vα1...αkgrαk`1...αpM.
We can rewrite this equality
Fp`p0VαM “ FpDX{CpFp0VαM`
ÿ
k`1ďiďp
Fp`p0Vα1¨¨¨ăαi...αpM.
In the sum on the right side, we decreased the number of indices 1 ď i ď such that αi “ 0 by 1.
Thus, using the induction hypothesis, we have
Fp`p0Vα1¨¨¨ăαi...αpM “ FpDX{CpFp0Vα1¨¨¨ăαi...αpM
and we deduce that
Fp`p0VαM “ FpDX{CpFp0VαM.
The multifiltration (16) is therefore a good V -multifiltration of RFM, then it is the canonical
V -multifiltration, which gives us points 1. and 2. of definition 7.5 and concludes the proof of the
proposition.

Conversely, strict R-multispecialisability implies the compatibility of the filtrations.
Proposition 7.8. If RFM is strictly R-multispecialisable along H, then the filtrations pF‚M, V
1
‚ M, . . . , V
p
‚ Mq
are compatible.
Proof. In order to prove this proposition, we denote M the Crz, y1, . . . , yps-module given by the
Rees’s construction of definition B.7 starting with M, the filtration F‚M and the canonical V -
filtrations V Hi‚ M. In order to show the compatibility of the filtrations, we will show that M is
a flat Crz, y1, . . . , yps-module (proposition B.8). According to corollary B.11, it is enough to show
that, for all 0 ď k ď p, the sequence y1, . . . , yk, z is regular.
Let us first prove that multiplication by yℓ on M {py1, . . . , yℓ´1qM is injective for all 1 ď ℓ ď k.
let us consider the following diagram:
M {py1, . . . , yℓ´1qM
.yℓ //

M {py1, . . . , yℓ´1qM

M {py1, . . . , yℓ´1, z ´ 1qM
.yℓ //M {py1, . . . , yℓ´1, z ´ 1qM .
According to lemma 7.4, M is R-multispecialisable along H. Therefore, according to [Koc17,
proposition 2.12], the filtrations pV H1‚ M, . . . , V
Hp
‚ Mq of M are compatible. We deduce that the
lower horizontal morphism in the above diagram is injective. According to point 2. in definition
7.5, M {py1, . . . , yℓ´1qM is a strict graded Crzs-module. Furthermore, the multiplication by yℓ
on M {py1, . . . , yℓ´1qM is a morphism of degree zero graded Crzs-modules. This implies that the
multiplication by yℓ on M {py1, . . . , yℓ´1qM is injective. In the same way, M {py1, . . . , ykqM is a
strict Crzs-module, according to point 2. of definition 7.5, the multiplication by z is thus injective.
The sequence y1, . . . , yk, z is therefore regular and this concludes the proof of the proposition.
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
Proposition 7.9. Let I Ă t1, . . . , pu and let us denote HI :“ tHiuiPI . Let M be a coherent DX-
module equipped with a coherent F -filtration such that RFM underlies a mixed Hodge module. If
RFM is strictly R-multispecialisable along H, then
‚ RFM is strictly R-multispecialisable along HI,
‚ the canonical V HI -multifiltration of RFM satisfies: V
HI
αI
RFM “
ÿ
αIcPCI
c
V HIαI ,αIcRFM,
‚ for all αI P R
I , grH
I
αI
RFM is strictly R-multispecialisable along HIc .
Proof. Following [Mai13, corollaire 1] M is R-multispecialisable along HI . Moreover, follow-
ing proposition 7.8, the filtrations pF‚M, V
1
‚ M, . . . , V
p
‚ Mq are compatible. Thus the filtrations
pF‚M, tV
i
‚MuiPIq are compatible. Then, following proposition 7.7, we have that RFM is strictly
R-multispecialisable along HI .
We deduce from (16) of the proof of proposition 7.7 and from [Mai13, corollaire 1] that the
canonical V HI -multifiltration of RFM satisfies: V
HI
αI
RFM “
ÿ
αIcPCI
c
V HIαI ,αIcRFM.
The compatibility of the filtrations implies that grH
I
αI
RFM “ RF gr
H
I
αI
M underlies a mixed
Hodge module. Moreover, following B, the filtrations pF‚gr
H
I
αI
M, tV i‚ gr
H
I
αI
MuiPIcq are compatible.
Following proposition 7.7 we deduce that grH
I
αI
RFM is strictly R-multispecialisable along HIc .

8. Direct image
Here we show that strict R-multispecialisability is preserved by a proper direct image. We also
show that, under this condition, the canonical V -multifiltration and its graded pieces commute with
proper direct image.
Theorem 8.1. Let h : X Ñ Y be an holomorphic map between two complex manifolds, and
f “ hˆ Id : X ˆ Cp Ñ Y ˆ Cp. Let H be the set of hyperplanes of equation tti “ 0u for 1 ď i ď p
where the ti are the coordinates of C
p. Let M be a coherent DXˆCp -module equipped with a good F -
filtration. let us suppose that RFM is strictly R-multispecialisable along H and that RFM underlies
a mixed Hodge module. Then for all k P Z:
‚ the RFDYˆCp-module Hkf˚pRFMq is strictly R-multispecialisable along H.
‚ For all α P Cp, the canonical V -multifiltration for the functions pt1, . . . , tpq satisfies
(18) Hkf˚pVαRFMq » VαH
kf˚pRFMq
and
(19) Hkf˚pgr
V
αRFMq » gr
V
αH
kf˚pRFMq.
Proof. We define a V -multifiltration of Hkf˚pRFMq in the following way:
(20) UαH
kf˚pRFMq :“ imagerH
kf˚pVαRFMq Ñ H
kf˚pRFMqs.
First we will find locally, for all 1 ď i ď p, polynomials satisfying
pUαH
kf˚pRFMqqbipEi ´ αizq Ă pUα´1iH
kf˚pRFMqq
and with roots in r´1, 0r. Second we will show that the natural morphism
Hkf˚pVαRFMq Ñ H
kf˚pRFMq
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is injective, that the V -multifiltration (20) is a good V -multifiltration and that it satisfy the
properties of the canonical V -multifiltration. This will imply that Hkf˚pRFMq is strictly R-
multispecialisable along H and this will provide us with the natural isomorphism (18). Finally, we
will construct the isomorphism (19).
Cancelling polynomials. Let py, tq P Y ˆ Cp and let 1 ď i ď p, we are going to find a polynomial
bipsq P Crss satisfying for all α P C
p, pUαH
kf˚pRFMqqpy,tqbipEi´αizq Ă pUα´1iH
kf˚pRFMqqpy,tq.
Let x P f´1pyq, by the definition of the canonical V -multifiltration there exists an open neighbour-
hood U of px, tq and a polynomial bxi psq P Crss satisfying for all α P C
p, VαRFM U b
x
i pEi ´ αizq Ă
Vα´1iRFM U and with roots in r´1, 0r. The map f being proper, f
´1pyq is compact, thus there
exists a finite set J , points xj P f
´1pyq for all j P I and an open neighbourhood V of f´1pyq ˆ ttu
such that
VαRFM V
ź
jPJ
b
xj
i pEi ´ αizq Ă Vα´1iRFM V .
By functoriality, the action of Ei on the DX -module VαRFM{Vα´1iRFM induce an action on`
UαH
kf˚pRFMq
˘
{
`
Uα´1iH
kf˚pRFMq
˘
and
pUαH
kf˚pRFMqqpy,tq
ź
jPJ
b
xj
i pEi ´ αizq Ă pUα´1iH
kf˚pRFMqqpy,tq.
The roots of the polynomials b
xj
i psq are in r´1, 0r.
Injectivity. let us show that the natural morphism
Hkf˚pVαRFMq Ñ H
kf˚pRFMq
is injective. We will show this by induction on the integer p, using property 7.5.8 of [MS02]. We
are going to show that the two following morphisms are injective:
Hkf˚pVαRFMq Ñ
p1q
Hkf˚pV
H2,...,p
α2,...,αp
RFMq Ñ
p2q
Hkf˚pRFMq,
where V
H2,...,p
α2,...,αpRFM is the canonical V -multifiltration associated to the p´ 1 functions t2, . . . , tp.
let us denote N ‚ :“ f˚pV
H2,...,p
α2,...,αpRFMq equipped with the V -filtration Uα1N
‚ :“ f˚pVαRFMq for
the hyperplane tt1 “ 0u. In order to consider Uα1N
‚ as a sub-object of N ‚, we use a definition
of the functor f˚ involving explicit resolutions given in [MS02, definition 4.3.3], namely f˚RFM is
the simple complex associated to the double complex
f˚RFM :“ f˚God
‚
`
RFMbRFDXˆCp Sp
‚
XˆCpÑYˆCppRFDXˆCpq
˘
.
Morphism (1) can be rewritten
HkpUα1N
‚q Ñ
p1q
HkpN ‚q.
let us check the three hypothesis of property 7.5.8 of [MS02]:
(1) let us show that grUN ‚ is strict, namely for all k P N, HkgrUN ‚ is strict. We have,
thanks to the compatibility of the filtrations, HkgrUN ‚ “ Hkf˚pV
H2,...,p
α2,...,αpgr
H1
α1
RFMq. By
definition of mixed Hodge modules, grH1α1 RFM also satisfy the hypothesis of the theorem.
By induction we thus get
Hkf˚pV
H2,...,p
α2,...,αp
grH1α1 RFMq » V
H2,...,p
α2,...,αp
Hkf˚pgr
H1
α1
RFMq.
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Following the direct image theorem [Sai90, Proposition 2.16], grH1α1 RFM underlying a mixed
Hodge module, Hkf˚pgr
H1
α1
RFMq is strict. Thus gr
UN ‚ is strict.
(2) Strict R-specialisability and f being proper enable us to show, as above, the existence of
cancelling polynomials of grUN ‚ and thus the hypothesis of monodromy of property 7.5.8
of [MS02].
(3) By the definition of the canonical V -multifiltration, for α1 ă 0, right multiplication by t1
gives an isomorphism t1 : Uα1N
j „ÝÑ Uα1´1N
j for all j.
(4) Remark 4.3.4(4) of [MS02] ensure that for k ą 2dimX ` p and for all α1, H
kpUα1N
‚q “ 0.
Thus, morphism (1) is injective. We apply the induction hypothesis to show that morphism (2) is
injective. The natural morphism
(21) Hkf˚pVαRFMq Ñ H
kf˚pRFMq
is therefore injective. Thus we have
(22) Hkf˚pVαRFMq “ UαH
kf˚pRFMq
Furthermore property 7.5.8 of [MS02] also provide the equality
(23) grU1α1H
kf˚pVα2,...,αpRFMq “ H
kf˚pVα2,...,αpgr
V1
α1
RFMq.
Good V -multifiltration property. let us show that the V -multifiltration (20) is a good V -multifiltration.
We have to show that, for all α P Cp, the V -multifiltration Uα`‚pH
kf˚pRFMqq (indexed by Z
p) is
good. In order to lighten notations, we deal with the case α “ 0. Following (22) we have
(24) Hkf˚pVkRFMq
„
ÝÑ UkpH
kf˚pRFMqq.
The compatibility property ensure that VkRFM “ RF pVkMq, thus VkRFM is a coherent strict
V0 rDYˆCp -module. It is therefore filtered by the OYˆCp -modulesÿ
0ďℓďp
FℓVkMz
ℓ
that give a good filtration. Since f is proper we can then apply Grauert coherence theorem to these
OYˆCp -modules. We deduce that H
kf˚pVkRFMq is V0 rDYˆCp -coherent. Thus, UkpHkf˚pRFMqq
is V0 rDYˆCp -coherent.
We remark that, for all 1 ď i ď p and k P Zp satisfy ki ď ´1, the isomorphism of multiplication
by ti
ti : VkM
„
ÝÑ Vk´1iM
induce an isomorphism
(25) ti : UkpH
kf˚pRFMqq
„
ÝÑ Uk´1ipH
kf˚pRFMqq.
In order to lighten notations we will denote here M instead of RFM. let us consider the short
exact sequence
0Ñ Vk´1iMÑ VkMÑ VkM{Vk´1iMÑ 0
and let us apply the functor f˚. We get the associated long exact sequence,
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Hkf˚pVk´1iMq Ñ H
kf˚pVkMq Ñ H
kf˚pVkM{Vk´1iMq Ñ
Hk`1f˚pVk´1iMq Ñ H
k`1f˚pVkMq Ñ . . .
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Following (21), the first and last morphisms are injective, we thus get the short exact sequence
0Ñ Uk´1iH
kf˚pMq Ñ UkH
kf˚pMq Ñ H
kf˚pVkM{Vk´1iMq Ñ 0.
let us consider the following commutative diagram:
0 // Uk´1iH
kf˚pMq //
¨ðti

UkH
kf˚pMq //
¨ðti

Hkf˚pVkM{Vk´1iMq
//
¨ðti

0
0 // UkHkf˚pMq // Uk`1iH
kf˚pMq // Hkf˚pVk`1iM{VkMq
// 0.
For ki ě 0, following the properties of the canonical V -multifiltration, the third vertical arrow of
the diagram is an isomorphism. Using the snake lemma, we deduce that
Uk`1iH
kf˚pMq “ UkH
kf˚pMq ` UkH
kf˚pMq ¨ ðti .
This result and the isomorphism (25) give the good V -multifiltration property of
U‚H
kf˚pRFMq.
Graded pieces. We are going to show that for all I Ă t1, . . . , pu and all α P Rp,
(26)
UαH
kf˚pRFMq
UăαI ,αIcH
kf˚pRFMq
» UαIcH
kf˚pgr
HI
αI
RFMq.
We use an induction on the cardinality if I. Upon renumbering we can suppose that 1 P I. If we
omit to write Hkf˚pRFMq we have
(27)
Uα
UăαI ,αIc
“
Uα
Uăα1,αt1uc
O ÿ
iPI´t1u
Uα1,...,ăαi,...
Uăα1,...,ăαi,...
Following (22), (23) and the compatibility of the canonical filtrations of RFM we have
Uα
Uăα1,αt1uc
“ grU1α1H
kf˚pVα2,...,αpRFMq “ H
kf˚pVα2,...,αpgr
V1
α1
RFMq “ Uα2,...,αpH
kf˚pgr
V1
α1
RFMq.
In the same way we get, using (27),
Uα
UăαI ,αIc
“
Uαt1ucH
kf˚pgr
V1
α1
RFMq
UăαI´t1u,αIcH
kf˚pgr
V1
α1RFMq
.
Since grV1α1RFM stisfy the hypothesis of the theorem we have, using the induction hypothesis,
UαH
kf˚pRFMq
UăαI ,αIcH
kf˚pRFMq
“ UαIcH
kf˚pgr
HI´t1u
αI´t1u gr
V1
α1
RFMq “ UαIcH
kf˚pgr
HI
αI
RFMq
where the last equality follow from the compatibility of the filtrations.
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Canonical V -multifiltration properties. let us show that the V -multifiltration U‚H kf˚pRFMq sat-
isfies the properties of definition 7.5 of the canonical V -multifiltration. We have already shown the
propertiy of good V -multifiltration.
Following the isomorphism (26), the module
UαH kf˚pRFMq
UăαI ,αIcH
kf˚pRFMq
is a sub-object of H kf˚pgrHIαI RFMq. Yet, since RFM underlies a mixed Hodge module, gr
HI
αI
RFM
also do. Thus its direct image is strict and we deduce that
UαH kf˚pRFMq
UăαI ,αIcH
kf˚pRFMq
is strict for all I Ă t1, . . . , pu and all α P Rp.
We deduce surjectivity properties of the multiplication by ti and ði from the isomorphism
H kf˚pgrαRFMq » gr
U
αH
kf˚pRFMq,
and from the following facts
‚ for all 1 ď i ď p and all αi ă 0, the morphism ti : grαRFM Ñ grα´1iRFM is an
isomorphism,
‚ for all 1 ď i ď p and all αi ą ´1, the morphism ði : grαRFM Ñ grα`1iRFMp´1q is an
isomorphism.
Thus, the V -multifiltration
U‚H
kf˚pRFMq
is the canonical V -multifiltration, H kf˚pRFMq is therefore strictly R-multispecialisable along H
and we have the following isomorphisms
H kf˚pVαRFMq » VαH
kf˚pRFMq
and
H kf˚pgr
V
αRFMq » gr
V
αH
kf˚pRFMq.

9. The direct image of relative monodromy filtrations
Let X be a complex manifold, M P MHpX ˆCptq a pure Hodge module on X ˆC
p
t and Sp., .q a
polarisation of M . We suppose that M is strictly R-multispecialisable along H where Hi :“ tti “
0u. The mixed Hodge module ΨtM is equipped with p nilpotent endomorphisms Ni, for 1 ď i ď p.
Definition 9.1. Let A be an object in and abelian category equipped with p nilpotent endomor-
phisms N1, . . . , Np. We say that pA,N1, . . . , Npq satisfy property pMF q if the relative monodromic
filtrations (definition A.6) satisfy
W pN1,W pN2,W p. . .W pNpqqqqA “W pN1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `NpqA.
Remark 9.2. Following [Sch73, 4.12] and [CKS86, Proposition 4.72] this condition is satified in the
case of a nilpotent orbit.
Theorem 9.3. Let f : X ˆ Cpt Ñ Y ˆ C
p
t be a projective morphism and let us supose that
pΨtM , N1, . . . , Npq satisfy property pMF q, then pΨtH jf˚M , N1, . . . , Npq also satisfy pMF q.
First we will prove a lemma.
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Lemma 9.4. Let pM , N1, . . . , Np, Sq be a polarized p-graded Hodge-Lefschetz module with polar-
ization S (definition A.21). If we define the pp´ 1q-graduation
Mℓ,ℓ3,...,ℓp “
à
ℓ1`ℓ2“ℓ
Mℓ1,ℓ2,ℓ3,...,ℓp ,
then pM , N1`N2, N3, . . . , Np, Sq is a polarized graded Hodge-Lefschetz module with polarization S.
Proof. We will make an induction on the dimension of the support of M . Using Kshiwara equiv-
alence, the 0 dimension case correspond to the case of polarised Hodge-Lefschetz structures of
proposition A.19.
Let g be a germ of holomorphic function. The definition by induction A.20 of polarised graded
H-L modules implies that
pPℓΨg,λM , PℓΨg,λN1, . . . , PℓΨg,λNp, N, PℓΨg,λSq
is a pp` 1q-graded polarised H-L module. Locally, we have a decomposition
M “
à
Z
MZ
where Z is irreducible and MZ has strict support Z. If g is zero on Z, then Ψg,λMZ “ 0 for all
λ, otherwise Ψg,λMZ has codimension 1 support in Z. Thus dimension of the support has strictly
decrease and, by induction, we get that
pPℓΨg,λM , pPℓΨg,λN1 ` PℓΨg,λN2q, PℓΨg,λN3, . . . , PℓΨg,λNp, N, PℓΨg,λSq
“ pPℓΨg,λM , PℓΨg,λpN1 `N2q, PℓΨg,λN3, . . . , PℓΨg,λNp, N, PℓΨg,λSq
is a bigraded polarised H-L module. Thus, pM , N1 ` N2, N3, . . . , Np, Sq satisfies the inductive
definition of graded polarised Hodge-Lefschetz modules.

Proof of theorem 9.3. We have to prove that
(28) W pN1,W pN2,W p. . .W pNpqqqqΨtH
jf˚M “W pN1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `NpqΨtH
jf˚M .
let us denote N :“ ΨtM andWN :“W pN1,W pN2,W p. . .W pNpqqqqN “W pN1`¨ ¨ ¨`NpqN .
Following the strict R-multispecialisability and theorem 8.1, we have
ΨtH
jf˚M » H
jf˚ΨtM “ H
jf˚N .
We define the following filtration:
(29) WΨtH
jf˚M :“ ImpH
jf˚WN Ñ H
jf˚N q.
We are going to show that this filtration is the same as the two filtrations of (28). Following
[Sai88, Theorem 5.3.1 and Proposition 5.3.4], the filtration
ImpH jf˚W pNpqΨtpM Ñ H
jf˚ΨtpM q
of H jf˚ΨtpM is the filtration associated to Np. Furthermore, by definition of pure Hodge modules,
we can consider the mixed Hodge module pΨtpM ,W pNpqq. Proposition 2.16 of [Sai90] for mixed
Hodge modules ensure that the filtration
ImpH jf˚W pNp´1,W pNpqqΨtp´1ΨtpM Ñ H
jf˚Ψtp´1ΨtpM q
is equal to
W pNp´1,W pNpqqΨtp´1H
jf˚ΨtpM »W pNp´1,W pNpqqΨtp´1ΨtpH
jf˚M .
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Thus, using an induction and applying direct image theorems at each step, we can get the equality
between the first filtration of (28) and the filtration (29):
(30) WΨtH
jf˚M »W pN1,W pN2,W p. . .W pNpqqqqΨtH
jf˚M .
For the second filtration of (28), we are going to use lemma 9.4. let us consider the following
polarized bigraded H-L module:˜à
ℓ
Gr
W pN1q
ℓ1
. . .Gr
W pNpq
ℓp
N , N1, . . . , Np, S
¸
.
Iterating [Kas86, Theorem 3.2.9], we get
(31) Gr
W pN1,W pN2,W p...W pNpqqqq
ℓ N “
à
k1`¨¨¨`kp“ℓ
Gr
W pN1q
k1
. . .Gr
W pNpq
kp
N .
The equality W pN1,W pN2,W p. . .W pNpqqqqN “W pN1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `NpqN and lemma 9.4 imply that˜à
ℓ
Gr
W pN1`¨¨¨`Npq
ℓ N , N1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Np, S
¸
is a polarized graded H-L module. The direct image theorem [Sai88, Proposition 5.3.5] ensure then
that the filtration
ImpH jf˚W pN1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `NpqN Ñ H
jf˚N q
is equal to the monodromy filtration
W pN1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `NpqH
jf˚N .
Thus we have the equality
(32) WΨtH
jf˚M »W pN1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `NpqΨtH
jf˚M .
Combining (30) and (32), we get the expected equality
W pN1,W pN2,W p. . .W pNpqqqqΨtH
jf˚M “W pN1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `NpqΨtH
jf˚M .

10. Quasi-ordinary hypersurface singularities
We apply here the above results to some mixed Hodge modules with support a quasi-ordinary
hypersurface singularity.
Definition 10.1. A germ of a complex analytic space pZ, 0q of dimension p is a quasi-ordinary
singularity if there exists a finite projection pZ, 0q Ñ pCp, 0q unramified outside a normal crossing
divisor in pCp, 0q.
If pZ, 0q is a irreducible quasi-ordinary hypersurface singularity, then there exists a parametrisa-
tion
y : C
p
t Ñ C
p`1
z
pt1, . . . , tpq ÞÑ pt
k
1 , . . . , t
k
p, Hpt1, . . . , tpqq
where H is a convergent series.
Let D :“ tt1 . . . tp “ 0u Ă C
p
t and U :“ C
p
tzD.
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Proposition 10.2. Let pM, F‚Mq be a filtered DX -module underlying a polarizable pure Hodge
module M with strict support Cpt and with smooth restriction to U (in other words M is the
intermediate extension of a polarised variation of Hodge structures with support U). Then the direct
image y`RFM, wich also underlies a polarizable pure Hodge module, is strictly R-multispecialisable
along the family Hz where Hzi :“ tzi “ 0u pour 1 ď i ď p. Furthermore, for all j P Z, the Hodge-
Lefschetz module pgrVαH
jy`M , N1, . . . , Npq, satisfies property pFMq.
Proof. let us consider the family of hyperplanes Ht given by the coordinate hyperplanes Hti :“
tti “ 0u for 1 ď i ď p. Following [Sai90, 3.b], the filtrations of M pF‚M, V
Ht1
‚ M, . . . , V
Hti
‚ Mq are
compatible. Moreover, using definition [Mai13, Théorème 3], we get that M is R-multispecialisable
along Ht. Following proposition 7.7, RFM is strictly R-multispecialisable along Ht.
Let
i : C
p
t Ñ C
p
t ˆ C
p
z
pt1, . . . , tpq ÞÑ pt1, . . . , tp, t
k
1 , . . . , t
k
pq,
be the inclusion by the graph map. Following [Sai90, Théorème 3.4], i`RFM is also strictly R-
multispecialisable along Hz.
Following theorem 8.1, py ˆ idCpzq`i`RFM is strictly R-multispecialisable along Hz. Yet, py ˆ
idCpz q ˝ i “ j ˝ y where
j : Cp`1z Ñ C
p`1
z ˆ C
p
z
pz1, . . . , zp`1q ÞÑ pz1, . . . , zp`1, z1, . . . , zpq
is the inclusion of the graph of the projection on the p first coordinates. Thus j`y`RFM is strictly
R-multispecialisable along Hz.
Following the nilpotent orbit theorem [Sch73, 4.12] and [CKS86, Proposition 4.72],pgrVαM , N1, . . . , Npq
satisfy property pFMq. Theorem 9.3 implies then that pgrVαH
jy`M , N1, . . . , Npq satisfy property
pFMq.

Corollary 10.3. With the notation of the above proposition, the filtrations
pF‚y`M, V
Hz1
‚ y`M, . . . , V
Hzi
‚ y`Mq
are compatible.
Proof. This is a consequence of theorem 8.1 and proposition 7.8.

Part 3. Appendix
Appendix A. Some notions on mixed Hodge modules
We recollect some definitions and properties for mixed Hodge modules that are used in this
article.
A.1. Definitions.
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Inverse image. We give two definitions of the inverse image for mixed Hodge modules depending
on the type of the morphism involved.
Definition A.1. Let M P MHMpY,Qq and let i : X ãÑ Y be a closed immersion such that
X “ Xg0i where g1, ..., gr are holomorphic functions on Y . We denote Ui :“ tgi ‰ 0u and, for
I Ă t1, ..., ru,
jI : UI :“
č
iPI
Ui Ñ Y
the inclusion. We define i˚H
ji˚M as the j-t cohomology of the complexà
|I|“´‚
pjIq!j
´1
I M .
Definition A.2. Let f : X Ñ Y be a smooth morphism between two complex manifolds with
dimX´dimY “ ℓ and M “ pM, F,F ;W q P MHWpX,Qq. We define H ´ℓf !M “ pM1, F 1,F 1;W 1q
with
pM1, F 1;W 1q “ f˚pM, F ;W r´ℓsq
pF 1;W 1q “ f !pF ;W r´ℓsqr´ℓs.
We also define
H ℓf˚M “ H ´ℓf !M p´ℓq
Localisation. Let j : Y ãÑ X be the inclusion of a smooth hypersurface, we consider the Kashiwara-
Malgrange filtration along this hypersurface. We define the localisation along Y
Definition A.3. Met M “ pM, F,F ;W q P MHMppqpX,Qq, we define the naive localisation of
RFM as
RFMp˚Y q :“ RFMb rOX rOXp˚Y q.
Let
V0RFMp˚Y q :“ V´1pRFMqt
´1 Ă RFMp˚Y q
we define the localisation of RFM as
RFMr˚Y s :“ V0RFMp˚Y q ¨ rDX .
Proposition A.4. Let ϕH : M Ñ N be a morphism in the category MHMpX,Qq. Let’s denote
ϕD : M Ñ N the underlying morphism in the category of holonomic DX -modules. If ϕD is an
isomorphism, then ϕH is also an isomorphism.
Proof. The category MHMpX,Qq being abelian, we can consider K and C the kernel and the
cokernel of ϕH . The morphism ϕD being an isomorphism, and the forgetful functor being exact,
the underlying holonomic DX -modules of K and C are zero. Furthermore, the forgetful functor is
faithful, this implies that K and C are zero and thus that ϕH is an isomorphism.

A.2. Polarized p-graded Hodge-Lefschetz structures.
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A.2.1. Relative monodromy filtration.
Proposition A.5. Let A be an abelian category and H P A equipped with a nilpotent endomor-
phism N . There exists a unique filtration M‚H satisfying:
(1) for all ℓ P Z, NpMℓHq ĂMℓ´2H
(2) for all ℓ ě 1, N ℓ induces an isomorphism, grMℓ H
„
ÝÑ grM´ℓH.
This filtration is called the monodromy filtration associated to N .
Proof. [PS08, Lemma-Definition 11.9]

Proposition A.6. Let A be an abelian category and pH,L‚Hq a filtered object in A equipped with
a filtered nilpotent endomorphism N . There exists at the most one filtration M‚H satisfying:
(1) for all ℓ P Z, NpMℓHq ĂMℓ´2H,
(2) for all ℓ ě 1, and all k P Z, N ℓ induces an isomorphism, grMℓ`kgr
L
kH
„
ÝÑ grM´ℓ`kgr
L
kH.
If this filtration exists, it is called the relative monodromy filtration associated to N .
Proof. [Sai90, 1.1]

A.2.2. Polarized graded Lefschetz structures.
Definition A.7. A graded Lefschetz structure consists of a graded R-vector space H equipped with
a nilpotent endomorphism N satisfying, for all ℓ P Z
Hℓ “ gr
M
ℓ H
where M‚ is the monodromy filtration associated to N . For ℓ P N, we denote PℓH :“ kerN
ℓ`1 :
Hℓ Ñ H´ℓ the primitive part of degree ℓ.
The Lie algebra slp2,Rq has basis:
X “
ˆ
0 0
1 0
˙
, Y “
ˆ
0 1
0 0
˙
, H “
ˆ
´1 0
0 1
˙
.
With the following formulas:
rX,Y s “ H, rX,Hs “ ´2X, rY,Hs “ 2Y.
Lemma A.8. (1) Let pH, Nq be a graded Lefschetz structure. There exists a unique represen-
tation ρ : slp2,Rq Ñ H such that ρpY q “ N and, for all ℓ P Z, Hℓ is the eigenspace of ρpHq
for the eigenvalue ℓ.
(2) Let M P EndpHq, if M commutes with ρpHq and ρpY q, then M commutes with ρpXq.
Proof. (1) [PS08, Lemma 1.21]
(2) For all t P R, the endomorphisms pe´tMρpXqetM , ρpY q, ρpHqq are also a representation of
slp2,Rq, by uniqueness we have e´tMρpXqetM “ ρpXq. This being true for all t P R we
have rρpXq,M s “ 0.

Definition A.9. For a graded Lefschetz structure pH, Nq with representation of slp2,Rq denoted
ρ, we define w :“ e´ρpXqeρpY qe´ρpXq.
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Definition A.10. A polarization of a graded Lefschetz structure is a graded bilinear form
k : H bH Ñ R
such that for all x, y P H
kpNx, yq ` kpx,Nyq “ 0
and such that, for all ℓ P N, the restriction of kp., N ℓ.q to PℓH is symmetric positive definite.
Proposition A.11. A bilinear form k is a polarization of H if and only if the bilinear form
hp., .q :“ kp., w.q
is symmetric positive definite.
Proof. [GNA90, (4.3)]

A.2.3. Polarized p-graded Lefschetz structures.
Definition A.12. A p-graded Lefschetz structure consists of a p-graded R-vector space H equipped
with nilpotent endomorphismsNi, for 1 ď i ď p, commuting pairwise and such that, for all 1 ď i ď p
and for all pℓ1, ..., ℓi´1, ℓi`1, .., ℓpq P Z
p´1, pHℓ1,...,ℓi´1,‚,ℓi`1,..,ℓp , Niq is a graded Lefschetz structure.
Thus, a p-graded Lefschetz structure admits p actions of slp2,Rq. Identifying the elements of
slp2,Rq and their images in EndpHq, we get, for 1 ď i ď p, the endomorphisms pXi, Yi, Hiq P
EndpHq.
Lemma A.13. For i ‰ j, Yi, Xi and Hi commute with Xj , Yj and Hj. Thus wi and wj commute.
Proof. This is a consequence of lemma A.8.

We define w :“ w1...wp.
Definition A.14. A polarization of a p-graded Lefschetz structure is a p-graded bilinear form
k : H bH Ñ R
such that for all x, y P H and all 1 ď i ď p
kpNix, yq ` kpx,Niyq “ 0
and such that, for all ℓ P Np, the restriction of kp., N ℓ1
1
...N
ℓp
p .q to PℓH is symmetric positive definite.
Here,
PℓH :“ Hℓ X kerN
ℓ1`1
1
X ...XN ℓp`1p .
Proposition A.15. A bilinear form k is a polarization of pH, N1, ..., Npq if and only if, for all
x, y P H and all 1 ď i ď p
kpNix, yq ` kpx,Niyq “ 0
and the bilinear form
hp., .q :“ kp.,w.q
is symmetric positive definite.
Proof. [GNA90, (4.3)]

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Up to changing the indexes, let’s consider that i “ 1 and j “ 2, the endomorphismsX :“ X1`X2,
Y :“ Y1 ` Y2 and H :“ H1 `H2 provide an action of slp2,Rq such that w “ w1w2. Thus, with
Hℓ,ℓ3,...,ℓp :“
à
ℓ1`ℓ2“ℓ
Hℓ1,ℓ2,ℓ3,...,ℓp ,
we get a pp´ 1q-graded Lefschetz structure.
Proposition A.16. If pH, N1, ...Np, kq is a polarized p-graded Lefschetz structure, then pH, N “
N1 `N2, N3...Np, kq is a polarized pp´ 1q-graded Lefschetz structure.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of proposition A.15 if we note that w “ w1w2w3...wp “
ww3...wp.

A.2.4. Polarized p-graded Hodge-Lefschetz structures.
Definition A.17. A p-graded Hodge-Lefschetz structure centred at m is a p-graded Lefschetz
structure pH, N1, ..., Npq such that, for all ℓ P Z, Hℓ admits a real Hodge structure of weight
m` ℓ1` ...` ℓp and such that, for all 1 ď i ď p, Ni : H Ñ Hp´1q is a morphism of Hodge structure.
Here p´1q is the Tate twist.
Definition A.18. A bilinear form
k : H bH Ñ R
is a polarisation of the p-graded Hodge-Lefschetz structures centred at m pH, N1, ..., Npq, if for
all x, y P H and all 1 ď i ď p
kpNix, yq ` kpx,Niyq “ 0
and for all ℓ P Np,
Pℓk : PℓH b PℓH Ñ R
is a polarization of the Hodge structure of weight m` ℓ1 ` ...` ℓp PℓH.
Proposition A.19. If pH, N1, ...Np, kq is a polarized p-graded Hodge-Lefschetz structures centred
at m, then pH, N “ N1 ` N2, N3...Np, kq is a polarized pp ´ 1q-graded Hodge-Lefschetz structure
centred at m.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of proposition A.16.

A.3. Polarized p-graded Hodge-Lefschetz modules.
Definition A.20. We define the category MHLpX,Q, n, pq of p-graded Hodge-Lefschetz modules
centred at n whose object are the tuples pM, F,F , N1, ..., Npq such that
‚ if suppM “ txu, then there exists a p-graded Hodge-Lefschetz structure centred at n (defini-
tion A.17) pHC, F,HQ, N
1
1, ..., N
1
pq such that pM, F,F , N1, ..., Npq » ix˚pHC, F,HQ, N
1
1, ..., N
1
pq,
‚ if dim suppM ą 0 and g is a locally defined holomorphic function on X , then
grM‚ ΨgpM, F,F , N1, ..., Np, Nq PMHLpX,Q, n´ 1, p` 1q.
Definition A.21. Let pM, F,F , N1, ..., Npq P MHLpX,Q, n, pq and let
S : F b F Ñ a!XQXp´nq
be a pairing. S is a polarization of pM, F,F , N1, ..., Npq if, for all 1 ď i ď p,
S ˝ pIdbNiq ` S ˝ pNi b Idq “ 0
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and for all ℓ P Zp,
S ˝ pIdbN ℓ1
1
...N ℓpp q : PℓF b PℓF Ñ a
!
XQXp´n´ ℓ1 ´ ...´ ℓpq
is a polarization of PℓF P MHpX,Q, n` ℓ1 ` ...` ℓpq.
We denote MHLppqpX,Q, n, pq the category of polarizable p-graded Hodge-Lefschetz modules
centred at n.
Appendix B. Compatible filtrations, regular sequences and Koszul complexes
In this section, we define the compatibility of a family of filtrations and we give several properties
of such filtrations. We also describe a way to check the compatibility of filtrations in terms of the
flatness of the associated Rees module.
First we define n-hypercomplexes corresponding to the naive nuple of [Del73, 0.4].
Definition B.1. Let C be an abelian category, we define by induction the abelian category of
n-hypercomplexes in the following way:
‚ 1-hypercomplexes are the usual complexes of objects in C.
‚ n-hypercomplexes are complexes of (n-1)-hypercomplexes.
We will denote CnpCq the abelian category of n-hypercomplexes composed with objets of C. For
instance, the 2-hypercomplexes are the double complexes. A n-hypercomplex is thus equivalent
to the following data, for all k P Zn, an object Xk of C and, for all 1 ď i ď n, morphisms
dpiqk : Xk Ñ Xk`1i satisfying the following properties:
dpiq ˝ dpiq “ 0 for all i
dpiq ˝ dpjq “ dpjq ˝ dpiq for all pi, jq
for suitable exponents k.
B.1. Compatible filtrations. The following definitions have been introduced by Morihiko Saito
in [Sai88]
Definition B.2. Let A be an object in the abelian category C and A1, ..., An Ď A sub-objects
of A. We say that A1, ..., An are compatible sub-objects of A if there exists a n-hypercomplex X
satisfying:
(1) Xk “ 0 if k R t´1, 0, 1un.
(2) X0 “ A.
(3) X0´1i “ Ai for 1 ď i ď n.
(4) For all 1 ď i ď n and all k P t´1, 0, 1un such that ki “ 0, the sequence
0Ñ Xk´1i Ñ Xk Ñ Xk`1i Ñ 0
is a short exact sequence.
Remark B.3. ‚ Using the universal properties of short exact sequences, we note that if the
sub-objects A1, ..., An are compatible, then the n-hypercomplex X is uniquely determined.
For instance, if k P t´1, 0un and if I “ ti; ki “ ´1u Ă t1, ..., nu, then
Xk “
č
iPI
Ai.
‚ If n “ 1, the complex X is the short exact sequence
0Ñ A1 Ñ AÑ A{A1 Ñ 0.
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‚ If n “ 2, two sub-objects A1 and A2 are always compatible and X is the following double
complex:
A1{pA1 XA2q // A{A2 // A{pA1 `A2q
A1 //
OO
A //
OO
A{A1
OO
A1 XA2 //
OO
A2 //
OO
A2{pA1 XA2q.
OO
‚ If n ě 3, sub-objects A1, ..., An are not compatible in general.
‚ By definition, if A1, ..., An Ď A are compatible, then for all I Ă t1, ..., nu, the sub-objects
pAiqiPI Ď A are compatible and the corresponding hypercomplex is the #I-hypercomplex
XI with objects X
k such that ki “ 0 for all i P I
c.
Definition B.4. Let F 1‚ , ..., F
n
‚ be increasing filtrations indexed by Z of an object A, these filtra-
tions are said to be compatible if, for all ℓ P Zn, the sub-objects F 1ℓ1 , ..., F
n
ℓn
of A are compatible.
Remark B.5. ‚ Following the above remark, avery sub-family of a family of compatible fil-
trations is compatible.
‚ We can show that if F 1‚ , ..., F
n
‚ are compatible, then for all ℓ P Z, the filtrations induced by
F 1‚ , ..., F
n´1
‚ on gr
Fn
ℓ are compatible.
‚ If F 1‚ , ..., F
n
‚ are compatible, the filtrations induced on F
1
ℓ1
X ...X Fnℓn are compatible.
The following proposition correspond to [Sai88, corollaire 1.2.13].
Proposition B.6. Let F 1‚ , ..., F
n
‚ be compatible filtrations of an object A. If we take successively
the graded pieces gr
Fσpjq
ℓσpjq
relative to the filtration Fσpjq induced on gr
Fσpj´1q
ℓσpj´1q
...gr
Fσp1q
ℓσp1q
A for 1 ď j ď n,
the result does not depend on the permutation σ of t1, ..., nu and is equal to
F 1ℓ1AX ...X F
n
ℓn
Ař
j F
1
ℓ1
AX ...X F 1ℓj´1AX ...X F
n
ℓn
A
.
B.2. Rees’s construction.
Definition B.7. Let pA,F 1‚A, ..., F
n
‚ Aq be a filtered object such that the filtrations F
i
‚A are indexed
by S ` Z where S Ă r0, 1r is a finite set containing 0. Let ϕ : Z Ñ S ` Z the unique bijection
preserving the order and satisfying ϕp0q “ 0. We define Rees’s graded Cry1, ..., yps-module A
associated to this object as being the following sub-Crx1, ..., xps-module of AbCrx1, x
´1
1
..., xp, x
´1
p s:
A :“
à
kPZn
FϕpkqA ¨ x
ki
1
...xknp
where FϕpkqA :“ Fϕpk1qAX ...X FϕpknqA.
Proposition B.8. A graded Crx1, ..., xns-module A is the Rees’s module of an object equipped with
n compatible filtrations if and only if it is a flat Crx1, ..., xns-module.
Lemma B.9. A Crx1, ..., xns-module A is flat if and only if every permutation of x1, ..., xn is a
A -regular sequence.
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B.3. Regular sequences and Koszul complexes. Let R be a commutative ring and A a R-
module. Let x1, ..., xp P R, we denote Kpx1, ..., xp;A q the Koszul complex of A associated to
x1, ..., xp and located between the degrees ´p and 0.
Proposition B.10. The sequence x1, ..., xp of R is A -regular if and only if for all 1 ď k ď p, the
Koszul complex Kpx1, x2, ..., xk;A q is a left resolution of A {px1, x2, ..., xkqA .
Proof. Let’s suppose that x1, ..., xp is A -regular, then for all 1 ď k ď p, the sequence x1, ..., xk is
A -regular. It is a well-known result that the Koszul complex Kpx1, x2, ..., xk;A q is a left resolution
of A {px1, x2, ..., xkqA . Conversely, we note that the fact that H´1pKpx1, x2, ..., xk;A qq is zero for
1 ď k ď p implies that the morphism of multiplication by xk
A {px1, x2, ..., xk´1qA
xkÝÑ A {px1, x2, ..., xk´1qA
is injective. This fact for all 1 ď k ď p means that the sequence x1, ..., xp is A -regular.

Corollary B.11. The following statements are equivalent:
(1) Every permutation of x1, ..., xp is A -regular.
(2) Every sub-sequence of x1, ..., xp is A -regular.
Proof. The Koszul complex associated to a sequence of elements does not depend on the ordering.
We then deduce from the above proposition that the statements 1. and 2. are both equivalent to
the following statement: For every subset J Ă t1, ..., pu, the Koszul complex KptxjujPJ ;A q is a left
resolution of A {J A where J is the ideal generated by the xj for j P J .

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